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190.9 Na Nadler, Steven Heretics: the wondrous and dangerous beginnings of modern 

philosophy (graphic novel) 
 

305.9 Gh Gharib, Malaka I was their American dream: a graphic memoir 
Malaka's story is a heartfelt tribute to the American immigrants who 
have invested their future in the promise of the American dream. 
 

306.766 Sw Edited by Ryan 
Schuessler 

Sweeter voices still: an LGBTQ anthology from Middle America 
This collection features queer voices you might recognize--
established and successful writers and thinkers--and others you 
might not--people who don't think of themselves as writers at all. 
 

618.24 Kn Knisley, Lucy Kid gloves: nine months of careful chaos (graphic novel) 
This moving, hilarious, and surprisingly informative memoir not only 
follows Lucy's personal transition into motherhood but also 
illustrates the history and science of reproductive. 
 

741.5 Ra Rabagliati, Michel Paul goes fishing (graphic novel) 
Even the mundane holds beauty and meaning in this compassionate 
story of expectation, disappointment, and wonder. 
 

818.6 Co Edited by Amanda Page The Columbus anthology 
Columbus, Ohio, is a place whose identity centers on its supposed 
lack of identity—a challenging and an energizing read. 
 

818.6 Da Edited by Shannon 
Shelton Miller 

The Dayton anthology 
In this vital collection diverse, authentic Dayton voices are collected, 
amplified, and celebrated. 
 

818.6 Lo Edited by Erin Keane The Louisville anthology 
Evocative and intimate, the essays and poems collected in this book 
knit a new story of Louisville’s place in the world. 
 

977.0496 Bl Edited by Terrion L. 
Williamson 

Black in the middle: an anthology of the Black Midwest 
Filled with compelling personal narratives, thought-provoking art, 
and searing commentaries, this anthology explores the various 
meanings and experiences of blackness throughout the Rust Belt, 
the Midwest, and the Great Plains. 
 



977.139 Ca Edited by Jacqueline 
Marino 

Car bombs to cookie tables: the Youngstown anthology 
A diverse set of experiences from the perspectives of those who call 
Youngstown home. 
 

977.2991 
Ga 

Edited by Samuel Love The Gary anthology 
This anthology collects the voices of not only the essayist, poet, and 
journalist but also the graffiti writer, the minister, the activist, the 
singer, the organizer, and of course, the steel worker. 
 

 


